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1.

Introduction

1.1. About this Report
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1.2. Message from the Chairman of the Board
Dear Partners and Valued Guests,
It is a great pleasure to welcome you to the island of Cyprus and to the world of
Tsokkos Hotels & Resorts, a public Company with more than thirty-six years of
experience in hospitality and tourism industry. We offer a wide range of
accommodation with 27 hotels properties to choose from in Protaras, Ayia Napa,
Paphos and Sharm El Sheik. The Company is an industry leader, with a quality
portfolio, prime beachfront locations, loyal customers and pioneer projects.
“Caring” is our strategy. We have the responsibility to care of our guests, the
communities that we operate and the natural environment, which is vital to our
collective well-being.
We pride ourselves on making sure we know what satisfies our guests. This is our
business. We accomplish it through the use of continuous professional planning, precision and care. Our aim is to
ensure our guests receive a friendly professional service that it second to none. Our mission is to provide a holiday
experience that extends beyond check – in to a more personal service that meets their needs and exceeds their
expectations.
In order for people to feel good about visiting us, they need to feel good about our hospitality, our Company as a
whole and the impact that we have in our society.
We respect all our stakeholders, as the biggest hotel chain in Cyprus we are trying to help small family businesses as
well as big. Our culture is based on treating each employee with the same respect.
Our support to the local communities, our philanthropy program focused on charity with a specific emphasis on people
that they do not have the ability to have the essentials to live.
Our planet is changing, the pollution is growing and temperatures are rising. These challenges need collective actions.
We are trying to follow our procedures to reduce waste and recycle more.
Our Company is growing and expanding our approach to corporate responsibility is becoming even more significant
to our future success.

Andreas Tsokkos
Chairman
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1.3. Our Commitment to Sustainability
We are committed to the values of hospitality, social responsibility, ethical behaviour, reliability and we intend to
follow fair operating practices. We respect our stakeholder interests and we aim to build long lasting relations with
our customers by providing high quality services and making effort for continuous improvement.
•

We strive to be an employer of choice by providing a diverse workplace in which all employees are treated
fairly and respectfully.

•

We treat guests with respect and offer them high quality products and services which provide the best possible
value.

•

We aim to protect the natural resources under our influence and ensure that all potential environmental
impacts of our operations are mitigated.

•

Our approach to risk management in operational planning, development of new hotel units, renovations or
additions, intends to protect the environment and prevent any potential threats.

•

We contribute to the social and economic development of the local communities, and we support local
community members through the employment and purchase of local services and supplies.

Corporate Social Responsibility
Tsokkos Group presents important corporate social responsibility and our main concern is to offer to Cyprus society.
Our activities are concentrated in providing support to families and people in need, as well as in the improvement of
the quality of life through educational and prosperity-related activities.
Our activities are related to:
- Local Economy
- Society – Volunteering
- Education
- Health
- Sports

Our contributions to the Cyprus Economy
Our Group has contributed in the enhancement of Cyprus economy by supporting local suppliers and producers. Our
contribution not only has financial benefits for the economy, but also contributes in the development of local
entrepreneurship and in the improvement of local production.
Our Group employs more than 2.000 people (on a permanent and temporary basis throughout the year) and is
considered to be one of the biggest employers in the Cyprus labor market. Further, Tsokkos Group investments have
strengthened considerably the whole economy of Cyprus.
Tsokkos Group offers accommodation to more than 200.000 visitors every year and promotes Cyprus tourist product
as one of the best tourism destinations in the Mediterranean.

Our contribution to the Society
Our Group contributes to the Society, by actively being involved in voluntary organisations and charity institutions.
Our core action is related to the ‘Center of Offering and Love Saint Christoforos’ (“KEPA”). Our actions include the
provision of food on a monthly basis, and the provision of additional donations when necessary related to financial
support, clothing, kitchen stuff and other raw material.
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KEPA supports vulnerable groups of the population through the provision of catering, accommodation and caring, as
well as through the operation of an elderly house and the support of third countries in need. We support KEPA since
2000 and our contribution has a valuable meaning for the operations of the organisation.
In conjunction with KEPA, Tsokkos Group employs people form vulnerable groups. This action enables us to integrate
them into society as well as to improve their lives and communication with other people.
Our social activity, includes the offering of an annual financial reward to excellent students of the area and the
establishment of the annual award ‘Tsokkos Business Award’ which is offered to the best student of Economics in
Xenion High School. We also offer financial reward to other public schools of our community.
Further, our Group willingly accepts students, once a year during the training week of High school, to visit our premises
in order to gain experience on the hotel operations.
Tsokkos Group has a wide social contribution, including the provision of support to families and people in need, the
provision of free accommodation to charity organisations, contributions to the ‘Animal Assisted Activity’,
presentations to schools regarding the protection of the environment and organising volunteering activities.

Materiality Assessment
Based on the materiality assessment conducted, we concluded in the material aspects related to our activities in
respect to economic, environmental and social perspectives. The chart below defines each priority issue addressing
our CSR policy.

Importance to stakeholders

Economic Performance
Customer Health and
Safety
Customer Privacy
Training and Education
Occupational Health and
Market Presence
Safety
Procurement Practices
Water
Employment
Energy
Local Communities
Indirect Economic
Diversity and Equal
Impacts
Opportunity

Importance to business
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2.

General Disclosures
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2.1. Our Business
A. Tsokkos Hotels Public Limited (the “Group”, the “Company”, “Tsokkos Group”) was founded in 1981 by Mr. Andreas
Tsokkos.
Initially, the Group’s activities were limited to the construction of hotel units in Famagusta and their leasing to third
parties. In 1983, the Company undertook the management of its hotel units and focused on further development
through the acquisition of 4* and 3* hotel units in Protaras, Ayia Napa and Paphos.
Today, the Group has a leading position in the tourism and hotel industry, and it is Cyprus' largest hotel chain with the
ownership and administration of 27 hotel units and hotel apartments in Protaras, Ayia Napa, Paphos and 1 in Sharm
el Sheikh (the hotel unit in Sharm el Sheikh is closed since 2014). Also, the Group operates in the land development
industry.
The Group counts more than 35 years of presence in the Cyprus tourism market, while it has a significant contribution
in the development and upgrade of the Cyprus tourism industry, as well as in the promotion of Cyprus as an attractive
tourist destination.
During the latest years, the Group has focused on bigger hotel units with high standards. The Group is driven by the
vision for continuous development, improvement and upgrade of the services provided to customers. Each hotel unit
has a unique atmosphere promising to provide quality holidays, relaxing time, characterised by hospitality and
professionalism.
Tsokkos Group’ main activities rely on Tour Operators who are responsible for the biggest volume of accommodations
of customers from abroad. Tsokkos hotels also accept a high volume of individual bookings either from the local areas
or from other countries.
The key of success is the adoption of the Group culture with common values and behavior rules, highlighted by
integrity, ethos and personal commitment.
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2.2. Organisational Profile
Hotel units
Tsokkos hotels operate in high standards and wish to provide high quality holidays in Cyprus. Tsokkos Group has 27
hotels in Protaras, Ayia Napa and Paphos.

King Evelthon Beach Resort, Paphos

Ascos Coral Beach Hotel,
Paphos

Dome Beach Hotel & Resort,
Ayia Napa

Anmaria Beach Hotel,
Ayia Napa

Tsokkos Paradise Village, Ayia Napa

Napa Tsokkos Hotel,
Ayia Napa

Tsokkos Holiday Hotel Apartments,
Ayia Napa

Maria Hotel Apartments
Ayia Napa

Vrissiana Beach Hotel, Protaras

Odessa Beach Hotel, Protaras

Tsokkos Protaras Hotel, Protaras

Tsokkos Gardens Hotel, Protaras

Iliada Beach Hotel,
Protaras

Silver Sands Beach Hotel, Protaras

Constantinos The Great Hotel
Apartments, Protaras

Tsokkos Garden Hotel Apartments,
Protaras

Papantonia Hotel Apartments,
Protaras

Constantinos The Great Beach Hotel,
Protaras

Anastasia Beach Hotel, Protaras

Antigoni Hotel,
Protaras

Polycarpia Hotel,
Protaras

Tsokkos Sun Gardens Hotel
Apartments,
Protaras

Antigoni Hotel Apartments,
Protaras

Marlita Hotel Apartments,
Protaras

Athena Beach Villas,
Protaras

Anastasia Hotel Apartments,
Protaras

Polycarpia Hotel Apartments,
Protaras
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2.2.1. Ownership and Legal Form
The Group was founded in 1981 and since incorporation was guided by Tsokkos family. In 2000, Tsokkos Group was
listed on the Cyprus Stock Exchange (“CSE”) and has an issued share capital of 251.200.000 shares. In 2004, Tsokkos
Group was listed in the Main Market of the CSE and in the FTSE/CySE 20 index.

SHAREHOLDRES STRUCTURE
1.60%
29.40%

68.46%

Tsokkos Family

Free Float

Own Shares (buyback)

2.2.2. Scale of the Organisation
As of the year ended 2017, Tsokkos Group operates 27 properties in Cyprus and their availability exceeds 3.500 rooms.
The Group collaborates with more than 30 Tour Operators, both locally and internationally.
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2.2.3. Information on employees

Taking into consideration the seasonality of the tourism industry, the average number of employees per year was
calculated based on the total days worked as per the payroll reports.
The total days were divided by 365 by the opening days of each hotel, in order to calculate the average number of
employees.
Tsokkos Group also maintains collective agreements with Pancyprian Federation of Labour (PEO) and Confederation
of Cyprus Employees (SEK).
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2.2.4. Supply Chain
Tsokkos hotels mainly procure from local suppliers, who have a central position in the supply chain of the Group. Key
procurement categories include furniture, equipment, food and beverage, and corporate services.
Tour operators also contribute significantly in the supply chain of the Company.
Services are delivered to customers, who are included in the stakeholders and consist the last part of the supply chain.

Suppliers
Tour Operators

Tsokkos Group

Customers
Stakeholders

No significant changes took place in the supply chain and in the operations of the Group during the latest years.
Renovations in various hotels and addition of rooms took place in the period of 2017 - 2018 in Constantinos the Great,
Silver Sands and Tsokkos Beach Hotels.
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2.2.5. Awards
Tsokkos Group provides high quality services and is distinguished by high standards. Our Group intends to surpass
customers’ expectations and our hotels are designed to serve various different customer categories who either look
for luxury relaxing holidays, entertainment or family oriented atmosphere. We make effort to fulfil each different
requirement and provide best quality service to our customers. Our hotels have been awarded for their excellence
and the provision of high quality services and our customer satisfaction keeps rising.

Trip Advisor
Award - Top
25 Luxury
Hotels Cyprus
King Evelthon
Beach Hotel &
Resort 5*,
Paphos - 25th
place

InBusiness - The
8th Biggest
Employer in
Cyprus

Trip Advisor
Award - Top
25 Hotels for
Families Cyprus
Dome Beach
Hotel & Resort
4*, Ayia Napa 7th place

Biblio Globus
Award
Best Cyprus
Partner Award
2017

Trust You (‘TY’) –
Overall
Performance
2015-2017
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2.3. Strategy
Tsokkos Group seeks to meaningfully support inclusive economic growth through sustainability and social impact
initiatives. We are focused on creating programs and opportunities that not only benefit our communities, but also
strengthen our business and demonstrate how responsible hotel management creates economic opportunities and
contributes to the development of local communities. Our operations are based on the respect of the environment
and the society, and we draw high attention on health, security, quality and energy management.

Tour operators

Develop further the excellent business relationship maintained with the biggest Russian and
European Tour Operators.

Cost of
operations

Control the cost of our operations without reducing the level and the quality of services
provided. Energy and water consumption are emerging topics which seize our attention and
we investigate methods to measure and mitigate our consumption.
Further establishment of the Group as the first choice of Cypriots for inland tourism.

Inland tourism
Tourist product

Expansion of
operations

Continuous upgrade of the tourist products offered by the Group. This is achieved through
continuous renovation of our hotel units and further improvement of the quality of our
services.
Our future plans include the construction pipeline of a 5* hotel unit in Ayia Napa and the
expansion of tourism operations in the management of restaurants and bars taking advantage
of the premium location of our tourist units.

2.3.1. Membership of Associations
Tsokkos Group is an active member in important Associations in Cyprus which deal with the promotion and the
development of the hotel industry.
-

-

-

Cypriot Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CCCI): The CCCI is the union of Cypriot businessmen, the interests
of whom it promotes by submitting to the government and the Parliament the members’ positions on matters in
which they are involved (http://www.ccci.org.cy/).
Cyprus Hotels Association (CHA): The CHA intends on the protection and promotion of the interests of the
hoteliers as employers and as professionals, as well as on the upgrading and development of the hotel
establishments in Cyprus and the improvement of the professional level of the hoteliers
(http://www.cyprushotelassociation.org/).
Famagusta Tourist Development and Promotion Company: Intends to promote local tourism both locally and
internationally, and also intends to resolve any issues concerning tourist problems in the district.

Additionally, Tsokkos Group implements cooperation agreements with important associations regarding the
employment of local or international students for training and the employment of unemployed people through
government subsidised programmes.
-

Higher Hotel Institute of Cyprus (HHIC): (www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/hhic/hhic.nsf/)
International Universities through ‘Erasmus’ programmes
Cyprus University of Technology (https://www.cut.ac.cy/faculties/fme/htm/)
Human Resources Development Authority of Cyprus (HRDA): (http://www.hrdauth.org.cy/)
Department of Labour: Programme for Employment Incentives (http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/dl/dl.nsf/)
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2.3.2. Key impacts, risks, and opportunities
Our Group actively measures and manages key risk impacts from activities. Main risk areas identified during the
previous years are mentioned below:

Risks
Tsokkos Group operates in a high competitive market and faces high market risk. Our hotels operate in high standards
and we continuously seek for further development and improvement of our services in order to meet our customers’
needs and keep our leading position in Cyprus tourism and hotel industry.
Climate change and Cyprus drought problem draw important concern to our Group. Tsokkos hotels’ operations depend
to a high extend on energy and water consumption, which consist emerging topics for our Group. We make intensive
efforts to mitigate our consumption and adopt an environmental protective culture without reducing the quality of
our services.
Credit Risk consists another important risk for Tsokkos Group caused by stakeholders’ weaknesses to settle their
obligations, which directly affects our liquidity. Tsokkos Group intends to mitigate credit risk, by reassessing the
reliability of its stakeholders upon their history and applying monitoring procedures for receivables.
Tourism trends also affect our operations. Tourist arrivals reached to a high peak during the last two years and our
hotels were fully booked during summer period. The expected results of 2018 may fluctuate, which due to
uncertainties in the markets are difficult to predict. Although, we estimate that the results of 2018 will be similar to
2017 (which was a record year in tourism for Cyprus). Our aim is to react and exceed 2017 numbers . Tsokkos Group
contributes to the development and promotion of Cyprus as an attractive tourist destination and aims to remain
preferable for both local and international customers.

Opportunities
Increasing tourist arrivals provide an opportunity for further development of our Group. Our plans include further
expansions and the construction of a new high standard hotel in Ayia Napa which promises to be a strategic position
in the following years after the construction of Ayia Napa Marina. Ayia Napa is a promising area which will bust tourism
and develop opportunities for further development in the area.
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2.4. Ethics and Integrity
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2.4.1. Values, principles, standards, and norms of behaviour

Values
Our core values are incorporated in the culture of our Group, and provide the fundamentals for our success. Our
general approach is concentrated in the compliance with legislation, respect for human rights and commitment to
environmental protection.
Reliability: Nothing is more important than maintaining the confidence and trust of the Group’s customers.
Hospitality: Offer unique services to customers through the provision of quality holidays tailored to their needs.
Continuous improvement: Achieve higher results. As a leader in the industry, try to learn and improve continuously.
Teamwork: Employees work towards a common target through partnership and teamwork. We support, believe and
invest in Company’s workforce.
Reliability: Building long-term relationships with customers, employees and partners, which are based in trust,
integrity and respect.
Social Responsibility: Caring not only for Group’s customers and hotels but also for the society and environment in
which the Company operates.

Norms of behavior
Everyone involved in the Company’s operations is responsible to behave according to the Code of Conduct and our
Values. This contributes to the success and the excellent reputation of the complex and its services
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2.4.2. Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics
We respect for the privacy and confidentiality of the personal identities of the employees. Preservation and processing
only of the personal data that is necessary for the effective functioning of the Group and compliance with the
applicable law.
Compliance with the applicable law and making constant efforts for the improvement of policies related to workforce’s
safety and health by offering appropriate education to our employees.
Respect and commit to protect secrecy, protect the confidentiality of information and secure data or trade secrets
that customers, suppliers or other partners entrust to the Company.
Commitment to secure that the Company’s activities are conducted within the framework of fair competition and in
accordance with the relevant legislation.
All transactions conducted by the Company, should take place in a legal and ethical manner, according to the
applicable law and internal rules of the Company.
Responsibility that all documents are clear, accurate, correct and that do not include false information, as they form
the basis for the management of Company’s operating activities and the fulfillment of the obligations towards the
Company.
Compliance with legal and statutory requirements is a prerequisite for maintaining the authorisation of the hotels.
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2.5. Governance
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2.5.1. Governance structure and arrangements
Tsokkos Board of Directors (“BoD”) is the highest governance body and is responsible for controlling and overseeing
the entire Group. They are responsible for goal development, strategic planning, policies, and make decisions on the
future direction of the Company.

Board of Directors
Chairman: Andreas Tsokkos
Managing Director: Anastasia Tsokkou
Executive Director: George Tsokkos
Executive Director: Chryso Tsokkou
Non-Executive Director: Nestoras Kyriakides
Non-Executive Director: Nicos Michaelas (resigned on 25/4/2018)
Non-Executive Director: Constantinos Schizas
Mr. Andreas Tsokkos is an Executive Director and the Chairman of the BoD. together with Mrs. Anastasia Tsokkou
which is the CEO of Group are the founders of Tsokkos Group and have a leading position in the Company.

Board Committees
Board committees meet according to their task, and as specified in their terms of reference and they are made up of
a sub-selection of board members. The BoD has established the following Committees:
-

Nomination committee
Remuneration committee
Control Committee
Risk Management Committee

Selection of the BoD
The selection of the highest governance body, the BoD, is based on criteria of personal qualifications such as
background experience, technical skills and personal characteristics, including personal integrity and judgement.
Our principles highlight the importance of independence, equality and diversity. The BoD consisted of professionals
and included three non-executive directors and two executive directors (excluding the Managing Director and the
Chairman).

Roles and Responsibilities of the BoD
The BoD is responsible for decision and policy making. By reviewing and evaluating present and future opportunities,
threats and risks in the external environment, the BoD establish the strategic direction, the vision and the values of
the Company.

Evaluation of the BoD
The BoD and the Committees perform an informal evaluation of their performance on an annual basis. The Directors
are asked to assess the effectiveness of the BoD and the establishment of the objectives settled, and recommend
changes where necessary.
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2.5.2. Delegating authority
Tsokkos Group deals with economic, environmental, and social issues with high concern. The BoD is responsible to
handle any emerging issues and take decisions on their resolving.
We follow an upside – down approach for resolving any critical issues. The BoD inform the Hotel Operation Managers
and the Head of the departments on the decisions taken, who in turn inform lower level employees regarding
economic, environmental, and social issues.
Hence, the lower level employees are responsible to acknowledge the senior executives on any issues arise, so that
the BoD is able to handle accordingly.
Tsokkos Group has not appointed yet an executive-level position with responsibility for economic, environmental,
social topics, however we are in the process of establishing a CSR Committee which is going to be responsible to deal
with these issues. Further, the CSR Committee is going to be responsible for the consultation between stakeholders
and the BoD through face to face discussions, conference calls, meetings and emails as feasible and in accordance to
the importance of each case.
Measures are taken to continuously develop and enhance the highest governance body’s collective knowledge of
economic, environmental, and social topics. The CSR committee will be responsible for informing and updating BoD
knowledge on topics related with economic, environmental, and social issues.

2.5.3. Conflicts of interest
Conflicts of interest arising from any personal, economic or political activities, are not accepted in our Group and each
one of our managers or employees is expected to act in the best interest for Tsokkos Group. Our Code of Conduct
defines the main areas that may lead to conflict of interest and suggests how to deal with such cases that may create
conflicts of interest:
-

Family Members
Secondary Employment
Investments
Use of the Group’s premises for personal benefit

2.5.4. Communicating critical concerns
Critical concerns are communicated to the CEO by the Group’s Directors, Operational Managers, Hotel Managers and the
Head of Departments. In case of a top critical issue, the CEO informs the BoD in order to settle accordingly.
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2.5.5. Remuneration policy
Tsokkos Group offers a remuneration package in line with the local standards and with the labour market conditions
in order to be a competitive employer. Market research is conducted in order to gather information on the market
remuneration level and develop a competitive remuneration policy.
The Remuneration Committee is responsible for determining, assessing and monitoring the remuneration policy on
behalf of the BoD. Further, the Committee is responsible for determining the criteria to be used in remuneration policy
in connection with the evaluation of the Company’s and members’ performance.
Fair and responsible remuneration policy contributes to the positive spirit and team working of our Group.
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2.5.6. List of stakeholder groups
Our value chain includes the main stakeholders of Tsokkos Group as depicted below:

Shareholders
NGOs/ Banks

Government

Suppliers

Value Chain

Media

Customers/
Tour
Operators

Employees
Communities

Approach to stakeholder engagement
We intend to build long term relations with our stakeholders and we respect their interests. Stakeholders have a
significant contribution to the value chain of Tsokkos Group and we intend to gain their trust and increase their
engagement.
We pay high attention to the adequacy of customer satisfaction, which can provide information on the degree to which
the organisation considers the needs of stakeholders. Tour operators provide questionnaires to customers and the
final scoring is provided to Tsokkos hotels as a feedback for the assessment of their accommodation.
In addition, suppliers are communicating on a daily basis with the purchasing department and provide their feedback
in respect to satisfaction for the business communication.

Selecting stakeholders
Stakeholders have an important contribution to the operations of our Companies and for this reason we pay high
attention to the selection of our stakeholders.
Our criteria for selecting our stakeholders include the assessment of their experience in the market and their reliability
as well as their going concern. Based on the needs of our Group, we prioritise our stakeholders also based on any
previous collaboration. Further, we prioritise local suppliers, intending to support the local communities and the local
economy.
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2.5.7. Key topics and concerns raised
Understanding the needs of our stakeholders is important for the development of our strategy, sustainability, social
impact and reporting.
To develop the CSR Report we interviewed executives and hosted workshops in order to gather the required
information. We also conducted a materiality assessment in order to address the GRI Disclosures in respect of the
economic, environmental and social pillars.

2.5.8. Entities included in the consolidated financial statements
Tsokkos Group Consolidated financial statements include the subsidiaries of the Group as depicted below.
A. Tsokkos Hotels Public Ltd
Andreas Tsokkos & Co (Cleopatra)
Α. Tsokkos Properties and Leisure Ltd
Tsovaco Hotels Ltd
Savoy Properties Limited
C.A. Holdings Limited
Meandros Hotel Apt Ltd
Dome Investments Public Company Ltd
Graicias Holdings Ltd

Zebalos Enterprises Ltd
Rock Amour Estate Company Ltd
Odessa Hotels Ltd
Medis Developments Ltd
Betraco Ltd
Islandwide Hotel Enterprises Ltd
A Tsokkos Paradise Ltd
Diomedes Hotels Ltd
A.Tsokkos Developers Ltd

King Evelthon Hotel Ltd
Annmaria Hotel Ltd
Tsokkos Dreams Hotels Ltd
Tsokkos Gardens Hotel Ltd
Tsokkos Mare Hotel Ltd
Tsokkos Protaras Hotel Ltd
Tsokkos Holdings Ltd
Vikarta Ltd

2.5.9. Defining report content and topic Boundaries
Our CSR Report has been prepared in accordance with the new GRI Standards and follows the Reporting Guidelines as
defined by the GRI.
The preparation of the CSR Report includes the development of our materiality assessment, which included interviews
and workshops with representatives of Tsokkos Group Departments who provided qualitative and quantitative
information on the operations of the Group.
The goal of the assessment was to address the most important topic specific disclosures reflecting Tsokkos Group
operations in respect to economic, environmental and social aspects. In addition, the materiality assessment intends
to ensure that Tsokkos Group addresses the right sustainability and social impact topics, as well as to identify how we
can continue improving our sustainability and social impact strategies.
The topic-specific disclosures reflect the outcome of our materiality assessment. The first parts (Sections 1 & 2) of the
report presents the general information of our Company, whilst the following part (Section 3) concentrates on the
topic-specific disclosures as applicable for Tsokkos Group.
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2.5.10. List of material topics
Based on the materiality assessment conducted, we concluded to the material aspects related to our activities in
respect to economic, environmental and social perspectives, as follows:
Economic: Economic Performance; Market Presence; Indirect Economic Impacts; Procurement Practices
Environmental: Water; Energy
Social: Employment; Occupational Health and Safety; Training and Education; Diversity and Equal Opportunity; Local
Communities; Customer Health & Safety; Customer Privacy

2.5.11. Reporting period
This report presents the Corporate Social Responsibility aspects followed by Tsokkos Group during the year 2017. This
is the first CSR Report for Tsokkos Group.
The CSR Reporting of the Group is going to be conducted on an annual basis, and any changes or restatements are
going to be included in the following year’s reports.
The report includes information for the FY17, which is compared to information for the FY16 and FY15. Predictions for
the short-term periods are included, as available.
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3.

Topic Specific Aspects
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3.1.1. Economic Performance
-

Disclosure 201-1: Direct economic value generated and distributed. An organisation calculates revenues as net sales plus
revenues from financial investments and sales of assets.

The degree of economic performance is valued to a considerable extent in our Group, as it is a significant point of
interest for our stakeholders. It is important to maintain a strong positive economic performance, managing
successfully the units under operation, generating growth and ensuring that stakeholders are satisfied related to their
investments associated with Tsokkos Group.
Our Group remains strong as a result of skilled management teams, dedicated associates and quality customer service.
We continue to invest in our hotel units by means of new renovated properties aiming to exceed our customers’
expectations.
Tsokkos Group’s economic performance is measured by the direct economic value generated including:
i. Direct economic value generated (revenues).
ii. Economic value distributed, including operating costs, employee wages and benefits, payments to providers of
capital, payments to government by country, and community investments.
iii. Economic value retained calculated by direct economic value generated less economic value distributed.
Tsokkos Group has a positive economic performance and during the reporting period the Group stimulates a rising
profitability and increasing economic value distributed to stakeholders.

Economic Performance
13,871,817
2017

52,744,531
66,616,348
9,818,449

2016

51,549,002
61,367,451

-1,264,896
2015

54,122,960
52,858,064
Economic value retained
Economic value distributed
Direct economic value generated: revenues
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3.1.2. Market Presence
-

Disclosure 202-2: Proportion of senior management hired from the local community.

Having a strong market presence is important for our Group since it is linked to growing reputation and stability.
Market Presence is measured by the proportion of senior management hired from the local community, including
employees either born or who have the legal right to reside in the same geographic market as the operation.
The geographical definition of local includes the community surrounding operations. Including members from the local
community in an organisation’s senior management demonstrates the organisation’s positive market presence.
Including local community members in the management team enhances human capital and increases the economic
benefit to the local community by improving the Company’s ability to understand local needs.
Tsokkos Group has an important Market Presence in the local area based on the proportion of senior management
hired from the local community. Additionally, a high proportion of our employees are hired from the local community.

Directors

Number

%

Local Community (Executive)

4

67%

Non Local Community (Non-Executive)

2

33%

Total

6

100%

Number

%

33

100%

-

-

33

100%

Senior Management
Local Community
Non Local Community
Total
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3.1.3. Indirect Economic Impacts
-

Disclosure 203-2: Significant indirect economic impacts.

Tsokkos Group aims to support local communities and follows a sensitive approach to topics of youth unemployment
and education.
Our Group attracts young people of the local communities by offering career opportunities, training and development.
Tsokkos Group implements cooperation agreements with important associations regarding the employment of local
or international students for practical training.
Tsokkos Group collaborates with both local and international educational institutions for the employment of young
people and offers the opportunity to gain experience in the tourism and hotel industry. Further, Tsokkos Group hires
unemployed people through government subsidised programmes in its support to the Cyprus economy.
Tsokkos Group contributes in the development of the local communities both in economic and social perspective,
especially in Famagusta district, where most of the Tsokkos hotels are located, as well as Tsokkos Group Headquarters.
A significant proportion of our employees, subcontractors and suppliers come from the local areas.

3.1.4. Procurement Practices
-

Disclosure 204-1: Proportion of spending on local suppliers.

Suppliers are part of the value chain of our Group, providing products and services required for our hotel units
operations, including food and beverage, furniture, equipment and corporate services.
Tsokkos Group supports local suppliers who reinforce the quality of our services and contributes to the development
and the promotion of the local area. An important proportion of our suppliers is located in Famagusta area, while most
of our suppliers are located in Cyprus.
Proportion of spending on local suppliers
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

%

%

%

2015

2016

2017

Famagusta

29%

32%

33%

Rest of Cyprus

63%

64%

57%

Pafos

2%

3%

3%

International

6%

1%

7%
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3.2. Environmental
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3.2.1. Energy
-

Disclosure 302-1: Energy consumption within the organisation.
Disclosure 302-4: Reduction of energy consumption.

We are committed to reducing our energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions, increase operational efficiency
and do our part to mitigate climate change risks.
Tsokkos Group is in the assessment process for installations of energy saving systems in order to save electricity costs,
protect corporate social responsibility and reputation and cut carbon footprint.
Energy consumption is an emerging issue to our Group and we make intensive efforts to measure and mitigate our
energy consumption. However, our operations depend on energy consumption at a high extent and an increase in our
activities also increases energy consumption.

Energy Consumption (in KW)

2017

2016

2015

-

5,000,000

10,000,000
Ayia Napa

15,000,000
Paphos

20,000,000

25,000,000

Protaras

Reduction of Energy Consumption (%)
1.6%
-0.4%
1.3%
8.2%
1.3%
-2.4%
6.6%
5.6%

Total

Protaras

Paphos

Ayia Napa
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3.2.2. Water
-

Disclosure 303-1: Water withdrawal by source.

Water is essential to our operations and to the health and prosperity of the communities where we operate. Tsokkos
hotels’ water consumption is related to swimming pools, laundry programs, dish washing, central plant operations
and customers’ personal needs.
Due to drought risks, water consumption needs to be mitigated. We are in the assessment process for adopting
measures for reducing water consumption, such as water recycling and the establishment of water saving
infrastructure and facilities.

Water Consumption (in Cubic Meters)

2017

2016

2015

0

100,000

200,000

300,000
Protaras

Ay Napa

400,000

500,000

600,000

Pafos
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3.3. Social
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3.3.1. Employment
-

Disclosure 401-1: New employee hires and employee turnover.
Disclosure 401-2: Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary or part-time employees.
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New employee hires (Permanent and Temporary)
2015
Under 30 years old
417
Age 31-50 years old
268
Over 50 years old
88

2016
427
283
91

2017
411
305
105

Tsokkos Group provides an attractive remuneration package to all employees. Permanent employees are also entitled
to provident fund benefits and to provision of health insurance.

3.3.2. Occupational Health and Safety
-

Disclosure 403-2: Types of injury and rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, and number of
work-related fatalities.

Our aim is to provide a safe and secure environment in order to minimise harms to our employees. We believe that
health and productivity are interconnected, and a healthy workforce leads to a healthy lifestyle and wellbeing.
Tsokkos Group adopted a health and safety policy in order to be in compliance with safety regulations. Further,
Tsokkos Group provides health insurance coverage to permanent employees as part of their remuneration policy.
Rates of injury and absenteeism consist indicators for the occupational health and safety.
2015

2016

2017

Recordable cases (injury)

6

7

8

Recordable incidence rate

0,39%

0,45%

0,69%

Number of fatalities

-

-

-

Absenteeism (Days)

464

576

483

Maternity leave (Days)

126

252

252
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3.3.3. Training and Education
-

Disclosure 404-1: Average hours of training per year per employee.
Disclosure 404-2: Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition assistance programs.
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3.3.4. Diversity and Equal Opportunity
-

Disclosure 405-2: Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men.

Tsokkos Group’s culture includes values of fairness, equality and protection of human rights. Our success begins with
our commitment to provide equal opportunities to everyone.
Tsokkos Group’s employees consist the most important competitive advantage in providing high quality services. Our
target is to attract the best employees regardless of gender, age, religion or nationality.
Ratio of basic salary and remuneration by gender
Male

Female

2017

60.2%

39.8%

2016

60.2%

39.8%

2015

61.3%

38.7%

3.3.5. Local Communities
-

Disclosure 413-1: Operations with local community engagement, impact assessments, and development programs.

Tsokkos Group has a significant contribution to local communities, by providing job opportunities, reinforcing local
suppliers and contributing to the development of local areas both in economic and in social perspective.
We have an active involvement in local communities’ development by promoting local areas, organising events and
providing support. Our social activity in the local communities includes donations, sponsorships, employment of
people form vulnerable groups, providing support to people in need, and organising events volunteering activities.
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3.3.6. Customer Health and Safety
-

Disclosure 416-1: Assessment of the health and safety impacts of product and service categories.
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3.3.7. Customer Privacy
-

Disclosure 418-1: Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of customer privacy and losses of customer data

Customer privacy is a topic of growing importance across our local operations. Tsokkos Group maintains a
comprehensive privacy and security program in order to protect the personal information of customers and associates.
Tsokkos Group follows operating guidelines for Group activities that involve the collection, use, disclosure, sharing,
retention and security of personal information, including monitoring, alerting and incident response.
Tsokkos Group has not identified any substantiated complaints. Hence, customer privacy is a great concern for our
Group and we intend to follow all necessary measures for customer data protection.
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4.

Appendices

Appendix I: General Disclosures
Organisational Profile
Number

Description

Response

102-1

Name of the organisation

Section 2.1

102-2

Activities, brands, products, and services

Section 2.1

102-3

Location of Headquarters

Section 1.1

102-4

Location of Operations

Section 2.1

102-5

Ownership and legal form

Section 2.2.1

102-6

Markets served

Section 2.1

102-7

Scale of the organisation

Section 2.2.2

102-8

Information of employees and other workers

Section 2.2.3

102-9

Supply chain

Section 2.2.4

102-10

Significant changes to the organisation and its supply chain

Section 2.2.4

102-11

Precautionary Principle or approach

Section 2.3

102-12

External Initiatives

Section 2.3.1

102-13

Membership of Associations

Section 2.3.1

Number

Description

Response

102-14

Statement from senior decision-maker

Section 1.2

102-15

Key impacts, risks, and opportunities

Section 2.3.2

Strategy

Ethics and Integrity
Number

Description

Response

102-16

Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior

Section 2.4.1

102-17

Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics

Section 2.4.2
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Governance
Number

Description

Response

102-18

Governance structure and arrangements

Section 2.5.1

102-19

Delegating authority

Section 2.5.2

102-20

Executive-level responsibility for economic, environmental
and social topics

Section 2.5.2

102-21

Consulting stakeholders on economic, environmental, and
social topics

Section 2.5.2

102-22

Composition of the highest governance body and its
committees

Section 2.5.1

102-23

Chair of the highest governance body

Section 2.5.1

102-24

Nominating and selecting the highest governance body

Section 2.5.1

102-25

Conflicts of interest

Section 2.5.3

102-26

Role of highest governance body in setting purpose, values,
and strategy

Section 2.5.1

102-27

Collective knowledge of highest governance body

Section 2.5.1

102-28

Evaluating the highest governance body’s performance

Section 2.5.1

102-29

Identifying and managing economic, environmental, and
social impacts

Section 2.5.2

102-30

Effectiveness of risk management processes

Section 2.5.1

102-31

Review of economic, environmental, and social topics

Section 2.5.2

102-32

Highest governance body’s role in sustainability reporting

Section 2.5.1

102-33

Communicating critical concerns

Section 2.5.4

102-34

Nature and total number of critical concerns

Section 2.5.7

102-35

Remuneration policies

Section 2.5.5

102-36

Process for determining remuneration

Section 2.5.5

102-37

Stakeholders’ involvement in remuneration

Section 2.5.5

102-38

Annual total compensation ratio

Section 2.5.5

102-39

Percentage increase in annual total compensation ratio

-

102-40

List of stakeholder groups

Section 2.5.6

102-41

Collective bargaining agreements

Section 2.2.3

102-42

Identifying and selecting stakeholders

Section 2.5.6

102-43

Approach to stakeholder engagement

Section 2.5.6

102-44

Key topics and concerns raised

Section 2.5.7
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Number

Description

Response

102-45

Entities included in the consolidated financial statements

Section 2.5.8

102-46

Defining report content and topic Boundaries

Section 2.5.9

102-47

List of material topics

Section 2.5.10

102-48

Restatements of information

Section 2.5.11

102-49

Changes in reporting

Section 2.5.11

102-50

Reporting period

Section 2.5.11

102-51

Date of most recent report

Section 2.5.11

102-52

Reporting cycle

Section 2.5.11

102-53

Contact point for questions regarding the report

Section 1.1

102-54

Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards

Section 1.1

102-55

GRI content index

Section 4
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Appendix II: Topic-Specific Disclosures
Number

Disclosure

Description

Response

201

201-1

Economic Performance

Section 3.1.1

202

202-1/ 202-2

Market Presence

Section 3.1.2

203

203-1/ 203-2

Indirect Economic Impacts

Section 3.1.3

204

204-1

Procurement Practices

Section 3.1.4

302

302-1/ 302-4

Energy

Section 3.2.1

303

303-1

Water

Section 3.2.2

401

401-1

Employment

Section 3.3.1

403

403-1/4 03-2

Occupational Health and Safety

Section 3.3.2

404

404-1/ 404-2

Training and Education

Section 3.3.3

405

405-2

Diversity and Equal opportunity

Section 3.3.4

413

413-1

Local Communities

Section 3.3.5

416

416-1

Customer Health and Safety

Section 3.3.6

418

418-1

Customer privacy

Section 3.3.7
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